
MOUNTAIN MAN BREWING COMPANY BRINGING THE

The Mountain Man Brewing Company: A Case Study. 1. CASE STUDY: Mountain Man Brewing Company - Bringing the
Brand To Light; 2.

While Mountain Man may keep its existing customer base satisfied, that customer base is being replaced in the
coming years. Label should portray a fresh and young image since the target segment is young adults. What
are methods adopted by MMBC to improve their sales in future? The light green used also indicated a lower
alcohol content of a new brand extension. Focus on a target market: blue-collar male workers. Does the new
brand affect the sales of existing brand i. Conclusion: In conclusion, under all scenarios we will cover the
losses within the first three years. This segment preferred light beer to lager beer and thus light beer sales
started gaining market share and accounted for  This is an expensive endeavor for a lean company like
Mountain Man. The chance that the MM Lager decline rate will double is very low given the fact that the MM
lager brand has a great awareness and loyalty on the market. Chris can go ahead and launch new Light Beer.
Traditional advertising was not as effective as grass roots marketing in building beer brand awareness in the
East Central region where MMBC had a stronghold. Distributors started paying more attention to higher
turnover and margins thereby dropping smaller brands like Mountain Man that contributed little to bottom
line. It is important to price Mountain light brew not too low in order to break even quickly and not to price it
too high for fear of low sales. Use of bold and vibrant colors to attract attention of the customers The bottle
should use a lighter shade such as light green to differentiate from the dark brown bottles of Mountain Man
lager. S per capita beer consumption had declined by 2. Oscar Pragnel retired president and owner and the
business stayed focused on maintaining the quality and serving a specific market niche building brand equity
among blue-collar, middle-income and below workers. We also assume that the YoY decline rate is still the
same and the growth rate in the light beer market is slightly lower at 0. Whether the MMBC should launch the
new brand in the market? Mountain Man had always relied on grass roots marketing to spread its beer quality
message by word of mouth. Even the third scenario shows that the project will be profitable from the fourth
year, we cannot underestimate it, because it is the worst scenario, which makes the project even more
attractive. While the light beer market would continue to grow, Mountain Man Beer would be at risk of fading
away from public conscience and due to low visibility among newer, younger consumers. Moreover, one of
the main assumptions that the company will gain the share only among the domestic producers of the light and
premium beer makes the project perspectives even brighter. Promotion : Promotion Bar mats to be distributed
to bars and retail outlets carrying light brew and Mountain Man lager. Need to target locations that are
frequent by the young adults. Price: Observe competitors pricing strategy and carry out market research to
determine the optimal pricing.


